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Abstract. Click-through information has been regarded as one of the most im-
portant signals for implicit relevance feedback in Web search engines. Because
large variation exists in users’ personal characteristics, such as search expertise,
domain knowledge, and carefulness, different user clicks should not be treated
as equally important. Different from most existing works that try to estimate
the credibility of user clicks based on click-through or querying behavior, we
propose to enrich the credibility estimation framework with mouse movement
and eye-tracking information. In the proposed framework, the credibility of user
clicks is evaluated with a number of metrics in which a user in the context of a
certain search session is treated as a relevant document classifier. With an exper-
imental search engine system that collects click-through, mouse movement, and
eye movement data simultaneously, we find that credible user behaviors could be
separated from non-credible ones with a number of interaction behavior features.
Further experimental results indicate that relevance prediction performance could
be improved with the proposed estimation framework.

Introduction

With the growth of information available on the Web, search engines have become a
major information acquisition platform. Search engines try to retrieve and display rele-
vant results with respect to the query issued by the user. To a large extent, the success
of a Web search engine depends on how well it can estimate the relevance between a
query-result pair. Recently, the interaction logs of users, especially the click-through
data, have been shown to have great value in improving Web search engines. This is
because they can be used as implicit relevance feedbacks from users and they are easy
to collect on a large-scale (e.g. [11,12]). The most common approaches to exploit click-
through data involve the training of generative models (named click models) to model
users’ click behaviors and extract relevance information (e.g. [3,2]).

However, not every click is a good indicator of relevance. During a search session,
some users tend to rely on the snippets provided by search engines to determine the
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(a) SERP (b) Session A (c) Session B

Fig. 1. Two search sessions of a same query. (a) shows the SERP of the query, (b) is for Session
A and (c) is for Session B. In (b) and (c), we plot the y coordinates of the eye and mouse against
the dwell time on the SERP. Note that the y coordinates are aligned across (a),(b) and (c). The
size of the red circle indicates the duration of the fixation.

relevance of the results. They may read the SERPs (Search Engine Result Pages) and
click on search results after thorough consideration. In such situations, these clicks are
more likely to be informative indicators of users’ relevance judgments. Other users may
not be skilled at making relevance judgments or may click on multiple results in a short
time without attentively selecting the results. In those case, the extent to which these
clicks can be used as implicit relevance feedbacks is questionable.

Previous studies showed that search engine users have different behavioral patterns
while browsing and clicking results on SERPs [21]. Users who use advance syntax [23]
or possess domain knowledge [22] are regarded as expert users [7], and are expected
to be more likely to provide credible relevance feedback information. These findings
suggest that the clicks made by different users should be treated differently. Xing et al.
[24] characterized the expertise of search engine users and proposed an unsupervised
method to find expert users for improving relevance estimation. We follow the idea that
we can regard the user as a relevant document classifier and then use some metrics to
measure its performance. To take this analysis a step further, we claim that the cred-
ibility of clicks is not only related to the users’ expertise in finishing search tasks but
also depends on other factors, including the concentration and willingness of users. Dif-
ferent from previous works, which are usually based on merely click-through logs, we
try to exploit a more comprehensive behavioral log, which involves eye-tracking and
mouse movement behavior of search users. Rather than extracting user-level credibility
estimation, we characterize click credibility on a session-level1 because we believe that
the relevance judgment performance of a certain user varies from query to query and
should not be regarded as the same among different queries. Figure 1 shows two search
sessions on a same query. The user in session A read the results in an approximate linear
order, with the mouse following the gaze position, leaving many hovers on the results,
and clicked on result 2, 7, 10. The user in session B browsed the SERP in a hurry, left
fewer gazes and mouse hovers, and clicked on result 1, 3, 5, 9. Since the relevant results

1 By session we mean a unique user-query pair in a continuous time period.
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of this query are result 1, 2 and 7, we can see that click behaviors in Session A are more
reliable because 2 of 3 clicks are on relevance results. This case serves as an example
that the click credibility varies across sessions and user behavioral logs can be used to
estimate it.

In this research, we try to determine the extent to which we can trust the click-
through data by exploring more interaction behavior information collected from users.
To investigate this problem, we built an experimental search engine with which we can
collect detailed user behavioral data. The collected data include the click logs, mouse
movement logs and eye-tracking information. We also hired accessors to manually an-
notate all the query-result pairs used in the experiment in 4-level relevance score. With
this comprehensive dataset, we compared a variety of metrics to characterize the credi-
bility of user clicks.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
– We proposed a framework and a variety of metrics to characterize the credibility of

clicks on a session level.
– Based on a number of interaction behavior features extracted from mouse move-

ment, eye movement and click-through behavior, we constructed a learning-based
framework to estimate the credibility of search users’ behaviors.

– We demonstrated that the predicted credibility of clicks can be used to improve
the relevance estimation of the query-result pairs, which could help to improve the
ranking performance of search engines.

Related Work

Click Models

Although click-through data are informative, previous works showed that they can not
be interpreted as implicit relevance feedback directly because they are biased [12]. One
of the major biases is the position bias. That is, the results that are ranked higher in
the SERPs are more likely to be examined by users and therefore to be clicked by
users. To address this bias, click models were proposed to estimate the probability of
search result being examined and being clicked (e.g.[2,3]). In most of the click models,
the examination hypothesis [3,16], that the user will click on a result if and only if
he or she examines it and regards it as relevant, is made. Thus, after acquiring the
examination information and the click-through data by mining the log, the relevance
can be estimated.

Identifying Expert Users

According to previous works, the Web search engine users behave quite differently. [21]
used a search trail extraction method to investigate the behavioral variability among
users and among queries. They reported two extreme classes of users. The ’Navigators’
have consistent interaction patterns, whereas the ’Explorers’ have interaction patterns
with a much higher variability. [23] compared the users who use advance syntax with
other users. In addition to a significant difference in behavioral patterns, they found
that the relevance scores of the results clicked by the advance syntax users were higher.
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Similar research on users who are domain experts [22] also showed that these domain
expert users are more likely to successfully find relevance results when issuing a in
domain query.

Exploiting Eye-Tracking and Mouse Movement Information

Eye-tracking technology has attracted extensive attention from search engine researchers.
Eye-tracking devices can record users’ real-time eye movements and help to elucidate
how users browse and interact with the SERP. [4] found that users spend more time
examining the top results and that adding information to snippets will improve the per-
formance for informational tasks. [1] found that search engine users have two evaluation
styles. The Exhaustive style user will read more snippets before making a click, whereas
the Economic style user only scans a few results before the first action.

Mouse movement information is another behavioral data source that worth investi-
gating. Previous works [8,17] suggested that mouse positions and movements can be
used to predict gaze positions. [6] exploited mouse movement data and click logs to
predict the success of search sessions. Huang et al. found that hovering on results can
be interpreted as implicit relevance feedback [10], and can be considered as a signal
of examination in click models [9]. [18] built an end-to-end pipeline that can collect
relevance annotations, click data and mouse movement data simultaneously. They also
used several mouse movement features and the collected relevance annotations to train
a classifier to predict the relevance of other results.

Our work is related to but different from these works. The click models enable us
to estimate relevance by merely mining the click-through data. However, the click-
through data are not always reliable, which motivates us to estimate the credibility of
clicks. Additionally, the differences at the user level (e.g. the user’s search expertise)
is one of, but not the most, decisive influencing factors for the credibility. Thus in this
paper, we leverage more interaction information, especially mouse movement data, to
estimate click credibility at a session level, not a user level.

User Behavior Dataset

To analyze the session-level click credibility, we built an experimental search engine
and recruited 31 subjects (15 males and 16 females) to conduct an experiment. The
subjects were first-year university students from two different majors and with a variety
of self-reported expertise in using search engines.

In the experiment, each subject was asked to accomplish 25 search tasks selected
from NTCIR IMine task 2. Each task corresponded to a specific query and necessary
explanation to avoid ambiguity. We selected 5 navigational queries, 10 informational
queries, and 10 transactional queries to cover various types of information needs. The
queries and explanations are listed in Table 1. We crawled the first result page for each
task from a Chinese commercial search engine and because the vertical results and the
advertisement may affect users’ behaviors [20], we filtered out the vertical results and
advertisement. For each task, we restricted all the subjects to use the same query and
browse the same SERP with 10 ordinary results.

2 (http://www.thuir.cn/imine)
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Table 1. Queries and explanations of 25 search tasks. For intent, ’I’ indicates Informational, ’T’
indicates Transactional, and ’N’ indicates Navigational.

ID Query Translation Explanation Intent
1 Yangjinlanze’s song Find the information of the

music sung by the singer

I

2 Empress Wei Zifu Find the introduction of the

historical figure

I

3 Official website of Tissot Find the official website of a

watch brand

N

4 Gentle lies Find the online watching re-

sources of a TV drama

T

5 Buddhist music Find Buddhist music down-

load resources

T

6 What is a sound card Find the definition and prin-

cipal of sound cards

I

7 qq qq accelerator download Find the download resources

of a software

T

8 Browser download Find the download resources

of Web browsers

T

9 What dating shows are there on TV Find major TV dating shows I

10 Zhe Tian Find online reading re-

sources of a novel

T

11 Personal online bank of CCBC Find the website of a bank N

12 Chinese collections of Winter Sonata Find the online watching re-

sources of a TV drama

T

13 Multiplication table Find the multiplication table

for pupils

I

14 Writings of ’learn from Lei Feng’ Find writing samples of a

given topic for pupils

I

15 Website of driving license exam Find the website for the driv-

ing license exam

N

16 Poems of spring rain Find famous poems for

spring rain

I

17 First Love Find online watching re-

sources for a movie

T

18 Official website of Meizu Find the official website of a

digital brand

N

19 Stramaccioni Find the resume of a soccer

coach

I

20 Harry Potter Find online watching re-

sources for a movie

T

21 Wallpaper for computer Find wallpaper pictures for a

desktop computer

T

22 Millennium City Park Find photos of a viewpoint I

23 2.3 Android 2.3 game download Find download resources of

mobile games

T

24 Chen Chusheng’s concert Find the concert information

of a singer

I

25 Online service of China Unicom Find the official website of a

mobile company

N
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To analyze each user’s examination processes, we used a Tobii X2-30 eye-tracker to
record each subject’s eye movements during the experiment. The data recorded by the
eye-tracker are sequences of fixations and saccades (fast eye movements between two
fixations). According to [13], when reading, the subject will process only the content
that he or she fixates on. Therefore, to reconstruct the examination sequence, we only
took the fixations into account and regarded the fixation on a certain search result as a
signal that the subject had examined it.

A variety of mouse events, including mouse movements, hovers on results, scrolling
and clicks on result, were logged by injecting Javascript code into the crawled SERPs.
We also hired 3 annotators to give objective relevance judgments of all the results.
The relevance score had 4 levels, with 1 for least relevant and 4 for most relevant. We
regarded results with a relevance score of 3 or 4 as relevant results, and the result with
a score of 1 or 2 as not relevant. When disagreement occurred, we used the median of
the scores from the three annotators as the final score.

From these 31 subjects, we collected 774 valid query sessions (one of the query
sessions was abandoned because the eye-tracker malfunctioned during the experiment).
Each query session has a comprehensive behavioral log and can be uniquely identified
by the <user, query> pair.

Estimating Session-level Credibility

Credibility Metrics

When using a Web search engine, users always aim to find information or to accomplish
a certain task, related to the issued query. During a search session, the user will obtain
some information from the SERP and then click on the result that he or she believes to
be helpful in fullfilling the information need. We can view this as a classification task
[24]. The user is a classifier that takes the results as samples, the obtained information
as input features, and outputs corresponding relevance judgments, by performing clicks
or skips (no clicking after examination) over the results. Therefore, to use click-through
data as implicit relevance feedbacks is to aggregate the outputs of multiple classifiers.
The credibility of the click-through data generated in the session is the credibility of the
output of the classifier, given a specific SERP as the input features. This analogy inspires
us to use metrics that measures the performance of a binary classifier to characterize the
session-level click credibility.

The confusion matrix [19] is a common evaluation metric in classification. We regard
relevant results as positive samples and irrelevant results as negative samples. Each row
of the matrix represents the instances in one of the predicted classes, which in our
case is whether the user click or skip on the result, whereas each column represents the
instances in one of the actual classes, that is, whether the result is actually relevant to the
query. We assume that a user’s click credibility is independent of the content (the results
on SERPs) that he or she did not examine. This assumption is necessary because a user
may not always examine all the results on the SERPs, and it does not make sense to
judge the user’s click credibility according to the results he or she did not examine. We
used eye-tracking data as an explicit information source for examination to filter out
the unexamined results. Based on the examination sequence, the click log of a query
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session and the relevance score given by the annotators, we can compute the confusion
matrix of the session. From the matrix, we derived 3 intuitive metrics for session-level
click credibility:

– Accuracy: #{TP}+#{TN}
#{TP}+#{TN}+#{FP}+#{FN}

3. The proportion of correctly classified
samples.

– True Positive Rate: #{TP}
#{TP}+#{FN} . The proportion that a relevant result is clicked

by the user. True positive rate is also referred to as recall, and related to the user’s
ability to find relevant result on SERPs.

– True Negative Rate: #{TN}
#{TN}+#{FP} . The proportion that an irrelevant result is

skipped by the user. It relates to the user’s ability to prevent unnecessary clicks,
and it is called specificity in some situations.

The statistics on the metrics are showed in Table 2. For each of the metrics, we group
the <user, query> pairs by the users and by the queries, separately compute the means
and standard deviations of each group and show the macro average mean M and macro
average standard deviation SD. We noticed obvious variability in all 3 metrics, which
indicates the credibility of clicks varies across sessions. The standard deviations of the
accuracy and true positive rate are lower when grouped by query, which reveals that the
query is a more determining factor than the user. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate
the credibility of clicks on the session level, not the user level.

Table 2. Statistics for metrics of click credibility

Metrics Accuracy
True Positive

Rate
True Negative

Rate
Grouped
by user

M 0.613 0.557 0.813
SD 0.236 0.274 0.239

Grouped
by query

M 0.613 0.557 0.811
SD 0.200 0.257 0.247

Single
session

M 0.613 0.557 0.812
SD 0.249 0.306 0.269

Predicting Click Credibility

We have proposed 3 metrics to characterize the session-level click credibility. However,
our primary concern is to find credible clicks to improve automated relevance feedback
and the computation of the proposed metrics themselves requires manually annotation
of the relevance. Therefore, we need to predict the metrics of click credibility when the
relevance annotation is not available. In this section, we try to use the behavioral logs
as features and predict the click credibility through a regression process. Because all
the proposed metrics are probabilities p ∈ [0, 1], it is more convenient to predict the
corresponding log-odds α ∈ (−∞,+∞) of them:

α = logit(p) = log(
p

1− p
)

3 Here #{TP}, #{TN}, #{FP} and #{FN} are used to denote the number of true posi-
tives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives.
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Feature Extraction. To make large scale deployment possible, we only used data that
can be collected in practical application scenarios of search engines. That is, we did not
use eye-tracking data and relevance annotations to generate the features. The features
that we used and their correlations (measured in Pearson’s r) with the metrics are list
in Table 3. The click features are the features that can be generated from click-through
logs. The session features are some time-related features of a certain session. The mouse
movement features include hovers, mouse movement and scrolling information. Feature
10, the unclicked hovers, were proposed in [10]. The click entropy [5] of a query is
defined as:

ClickEntropy(q) = −
∑
i

P (Ci = 1|q)log(P (Ci = 1|q))

The N Results Satisfied Rate [14] is the proportion of the sessions in which only first
N results were clicked. For the user features, we computed the click entropies of users,
which is similar to the click entropies of queries, and also includes the total click num-
bers and time-related features.

Evaluations. The ground truths of proposed metrics are calculated using the eye-
tracking data and the click-through data. As the whole dataset was limited in size (774
samples), we use the Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOO-CV) to access the gener-
alized prediction performance. Because Web search engines posses a large number of
users and response to all kinds of queries, it is reasonable to assume that when predict-
ing the session-level click credibility, the user and the query are unseen in the training
set. Therefore, in every iteration, we chose one query and one user, the corresponding
<user, query> pair was then used as test set, and the <user, query> pairs of the other
24 queries and the other 30 users formed the training set.

A series state-of-the-art regression methods, including the SVR, random forest re-
gression, gradient boosting tree regression and Lasso4, were tested using the training
data. We finally used SVR, which is relatively stable and gains promising results, to
predict the click credibility.

If behavioral information is not available, the best estimate of each of the metrics
is the arithmetic mean of the metrics of the training set sessions. We used it as the
baseline estimation method because to our best knowledge, there are no existing works
which try to estimate user behavior credibility with mouse movement information. The
results, measured in Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) with
the ground truth, are listed in Table 4.

Estimating Relevance

Having obtained the predicted log-oddsα, we can compute the corresponding predicted
metrics by p = eα/(1+ eα), and use them to improve the relevance estimation. Recall-
ing the examination hypothesis [3], we can estimate the relevance score ri by:

ri = P (Ci = 1|Ei = 1) (1)

4 Implementations are provided in scikit-learn [15].
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Table 3. Features extracted from the behavioral log with Pearson’s r between features and metrics
(TP:True Positive Rate, TN:True Negative Rate). * indicates r 	= 0 with p < 10−3.

No. Description Accuracy TP TN
Click Features
1 number of clicked results -0.02 0.24* -0.55*
2 lowest rank of clicks -0.11 0.05 -0.36*
3 average difference in ranks between two clicks -0.06 0.03 -0.16*

Session Features
4 average time spent on the SERP for each click -0.04 -0.05 0.09
5 total time spent on the search task -0.07 0.03 -0.19*
6 total time spent on the SERP -0.12* -0.01 -0.22*
7 maximal continuous time spent on the SERP -0.14* -0.16* 0.06

Mouse Movement Features
8 number of hovered results -0.15* -0.06 -0.26*
9 lowest rank of hovers -0.18* -0.10 -0.24*

10 number of results that are hovered over but not clicked -0.18* -0.23* 0.07
11 moving time of the mouse -0.12 -0.02 -0.17*
12 idle time of the mouse -0.06 0.10 -0.34*
13 dwell time of the mouse in the result region -0.11 -0.03 -0.16*
14 length of the mouse trails -0.08 0.08 -0.34*
15 velocity of mouse movement 0.12* 0.17* -0.16*
16 horizontal moving distance of the mouse -0.05 0.07 -0.19*
17 vertical moving distance of the mouse -0.08 0.08 -0.37*
18 maximal y coordinate that the mouse has reached -0.18* -0.11 -0.22*
19 total distance of scrolling -0.11 -0.09 -0.13
20 maximal displacement in y axis of scrolling -0.15* -0.13* -0.14*
Query Features
21 click entropy of the query -0.17* -0.13* -0.13
22 N Results Satisfied Rate of the query -0.08 -0.03 0.01
User Features
23 click entropy of the user -0.16* -0.06 -0.21*
24 user’s total number of clicks -0.02 0.14* -0.32*
25 average time that the user spends on each search task -0.08 0.02 -0.20*
26 average time that the user spends on the SERP -0.10 -0.05 -0.12

Table 4. Results of predicting click credibility, * indicates the improvement over baseline is
significant with p < 10−3

Baseline SVR
MSE MAE MSE MAE

Accuracy 0.071075 0.224086 0.061015(-14.1%*) 0.206813(-7.7%*)
True Positive Rate 0.109941 0.290940 0.082651(-24.8%*) 0.219068(-24.7%*)
True Negative Rate 0.086662 0.192934 0.069311(-20.0%*) 0.165896(-16.6%*)
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Where Ei = 1 indicates that result i is examined and Ci = 1 indicates that result i is
clicked. If we know the accuracy of the session, as, then we have:

P (Ci = 1|Ei = 1) = ri × as + (1− ri)× (1− as)
P (Ci = 0|Ei = 1) = (1 − ri)× as + ri × (1− as)

(2)

If we know the true positive rate TPs and the true negative rate TNs, we have:

P (Ci = 1|Ei = 1) = ri × TPs + (1− ri)× (1− TNs)
P (Ci = 0|Ei = 1) = (1− ri)× TNs + ri × (1− TPs)

(3)

By the criterion of maximum likelihood estimation, we can estimate ri. We use the
fixation information recorded by eye-tracker as explicit signal to estimate Ei. That is,
during a session, if the user fixates on result i, we assume that he or she has examined
this result and set Ei = 1. We use the relevance score given by (1) as the baseline, and
refer to (2) as the accuracy model, (3) as the confusion matrix model.

To evaluate the performance in estimating the relevance, we use the predicted rele-
vance score ri to re-rank the results on SERP in a descending order, and use the Mean
Average Precision (MAP) to measure the ranking performance. Higher MAP is asso-
ciated with better estimation performance. We use the metrics computed by LOO-CV
as the predicted metrics. The results are in Table 5. Both models can improve original
rankings and significantly outperform the baseline; therefore, the predicted metrics can
be utilized to improve relevance estimation. The accuracy model is slightly better than
the confusion matrix model.

Table 5. Results of relevance estimation, * indicates the improvement is significant with p < 0.05
and ** indicates p < 0.01

Original Ranking

Baseline
(Examination hypothesis

without
credibility estimation)

Accuracy Model
Confusion Matrix

Model

MAP 0.805124 0.843075 0.884604 0.877654
Improvement over
original ranking

- +4.7% +9.9%** +9.0%**

Improvement over
baseline

- - +4.9%** +4.1%*

Conclusions and Future Works

To estimate the credibility of click-through data of Web search engines, we conducted a
user behavioral experiment to analyzed a detailed behavioral log. Based on the analogy
that a search engine user can be regarded as a classifier that classifies the search results
into a relevant class or an irrelevant class, we used 3 metrics, i.e, the accuracy, the true
positive rate and the true negative rate, which are designed for measuring classification
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performance, to measure session-level click credibility. We reported the correlations
between these click credibility metrics and user behavioral features, and demonstrated
that we can used the predicted metrics to improve implicit relevance feedback of search
engines.

These metrics not only provide us with extra dimensions in understanding the inter-
actions between users and search engines, but can be also applied to improving search
engines. Therefore, our work can be considered as a demonstration of a framework that
exploits the abundant but complex behavioral data. That is, we can extract some prop-
erties (e.g. the proposed click credibility metrics), which are either intuitive or useful,
from the query sessions and try to predict them using the behavioral data and a super-
vised learning method. This process is a user behavior analysis that may produce new
insights. And at the same time, we can use these properties to improve the search engine
itself.

In future works, we will further explore more behavior-related properties, which
may either help the user behavioral analysis or the enhancement of other search engine
functionalities. On the other direction, we will try to collect mouse movement logs on
a larger scale and validate our approach in a real-world dataset.
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